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Abstract:
Cube satellites, also referred to as CubeSats, were developed in the late twentieth century, and have since
served as a cost-effective method of gathering out-of-this-world data . The development of these smallscale satellites have helped universities and small companies worldwide to perform important
experiments , as well as gather critical data in order to provide for further space exploration. Cube
satellites are designed to be self-sustaining , by using solar cells to capture impinging thermal energy and
convert it to power to be consumed by the electronics housed within the satellite itself. In order to
function properly , these cells are extended in an array normal to the spacecraft , which are deployed
automatically after separation from the launch vehicle. According to a study performed by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), solar panels are the most co1m11oncause of overall
system failure when it comes to CubeSats. This calls for the need of a low-cost, reliable solar array
deployment system . An understanding of the requirements for such a deployment system was provided by
the Space Dynamics Laboratory , individuals with relevant experience, and the exploration of designs that
are currently in use. As a result of this research, it was determined that multiple tape-spring hinges along
with a bracket and ribbon cable would best meet the needs of the customer. This simple design provides a
low-cost, reliable deployment system with minimal volume and mass requirements , while allowing for
wires to traverse the gap between solar arrays in order to provide electrical power to the satellite .
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ABSTRACT
Cube satellites, also referred to as CubeSats, were
developed in the late twentieth centwy, and ha ve since served
as a cost-effective method of ga thering out-of this-world data.
The developme nt of these small-sca le satellites have helped
universities and small compani es worldlVide to p erform
important experiments, as well as gather critical data in order
to provid e for further space exploration. Cube satelliles are
designed to be self sustaining , by using solar cells to captur e
impinging thermal energy and convert it to pow er to be
consumed by the electronics housed within the sa tellite itself.
In order to function properly, these cells are extended in an
array normal to the spacecrafi, which are deployed
automatically after separa tion from the launch vehicle.
According to a study perform ed by the Nationa l Aerona utics
and Space Administralion (NASA), solar pan els are the most
common cause of overall system failure when it comes to
CubeSats. This calls for the need of a low-cost , reliable solar
array deployment system. An understa nding of the
requirements for such a deployment system was provided by
the Space Dy namics laborato ry, individuals with relevant
exp erience, and the explorat ion of designs that are currently
in use. As a result of this research, it was determined that
multiple tape-spring hinges along with a bracke t and ribbon
cable would best meet the needs of the customer. This simple
design provid es a low-cost , reliable deployment syste 1n with
minimal volume and mass requiremenls, while allowing for
wires to traverse the gap between so lar arrays in order to
provid e electrical power to the satellite .

3.

4.

5.

One (threshold) or two (goal) deployed so lar
panel s, with hinge lines at pan el/panel and at
panel/spacecraft
After deployment, a natural frequency of I Hz
(threshold) or 3 Hz (goal) when solar panel are
attac hed
Hinge dimensions must be less than 3/8 in
(thresho ld) or 1/8 in (goal), with a stowed panel
thicknes s of 1/2 in (threshold) or 1/4 in (goal)
Spring force during deployment must be sufficient to
fully deploy solar panel with 12 28-gauge wires
between solar panel s and 24 28-gauge wires between
solar panels and sate llite body . The wires mu st not be
·
kinked when stowe d or deployed

6. Hinges must operate over a temperature of
7.
8.

0

System must be able to tolerate random
launch vibrations
Materi als must comply with NASA's outgassing
specifications

Previous Designs
In designing the so lar array deployment system , the
directi ve given was to use a lenticular hinge , but to still
consider other options. There has been a wide variety of
approaches used in the past to deploy solar panels . Existing
systems include motor-driven , shown in Fig 1, spring-loaded
show n in
hinges, and the Hold-Down-Release-Mechanism,
Fig 2. To ensure that the lenticular , or tape-sprin g, hin ge was
the best choice , a trade study was done to consider the pros
and cons of each concep t considered.

BACKGROUND
Once placed into orbit and released from its delivery
vehicle, a satellite must deploy its solar panels to provid e selfsustaining power for its upcomin g mission life . If the solar
panel s are not properl y deployed , the orbiting craf t will not
have enough pow er to operate at full potential , if at all. Th e
result is all of the time , energy , resea rch , and resources put
into the highly technical satellite design will have been
wasted. A study done by NASA lookin g at the reasons why
satellites fail, and found that almost 40 perce nt of anomalies
are cause by the solar array. Thi s is why it is absolutely critical
that the solar array will reliable deploy , no matter what.
Space Dynamics Laboratory is looking for a reliable , low
volume, and low cost, solar array dep loyment system to be
used on a CubeSat. Th e deployment mechanism must exert
enough force to overcome any resistance to deployment. Once
deployed, the system must be self-locking, thu s restraining the
solar panels in the deployed state. The deployment system
must also accommodate the wiring from the solar pan els, and
should not impede on the volume of the satellite body .

Figure 1. MOTOR DRIVEN DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM 111

Technical Requirements
The solar array deplo yment system must meet the
following requirements:
1. Two hinges at each so lar array hinge line to provide
stabili ty

Figure 2. HOLD-DOWN-RELEASE-MECHANISM
DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM [2]
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The tape-spring hinge is a simple , but powerful, concept.
The mechanics of the tape-spring hinge work in the same way
a metal tape measure or snap -bracelet responds. The set
curvature of the material, when strained, causes a restoring
force to the original state . This not only provides a deployment
force for a hinge, but also affords a self-locking force to keep
the hinge in its extended state.
Other options that were considered for use in this design
were motor-driven devices (unreliable), shape-memory alloy
(too
expensive),
and
even
deflection-by-chemicaldecomposition hinges (non-testable). With minimal weight
and cost, plus its simple design, the tape -spring hinge was
determined to be the best option for the solar array
deployment. The full trade study done is presented in
Appendix C.

Figure 5. DEPLOYED SOLAR ARRAYS

FINAL DESIGN

Figure 6. FIRST HINGE LINE WITH 24 WIRES

Figure 3. EXPLODED DOUBLET APE-SPRING HINGE

Figure 7. SECOND HINGE LINE WITH 12 WIRES
The final design incorporates four hinges, two at each hinge line. Each has the following
co mponents: two tape-springs, two bases, two spring90 o ffsets and two w ire ticdowns. The first

hin~c180 line has a O bend while the second lunge line has a full O bend. Details on the hinge
design will follow. For dimensions and assembly, sec attached drawing package.

FUNCTIONAL MODELS
Overall System
Dimensions. The collective system is required to have a
maximum thickness no greater than 1/2 in (12.7 mm) in its
stowed state. The double tape-spring hinge design, when fully
assembled, provides for a maximum thickness of 11 mm. In
addition to the stowed-state thickness, the hinge is required to
have a maximum overall thickness no greater than 3/8 in

Figure 4. CUBESAT WITH STORED SOLAR ARRAYS
5

at the center of rotat ion of the hinges. From both method ·, the
lowest natural frequency estimate calculated was 2.51 Hz,
above our threshold but not quite to our goa l. The o ther
calcu lated natural frequency was 15.5 Hz.

(9.525 mm). The hinge that has been designed has a maximum
thickness of just under 7 mm. Fig. 8 and 9 show these
dimensions represented on a three-dimensional CAD model.

Tape-Springs
I 095 Spring Steel was selected as the material to be used
for the tape-springs due to its high yield strength, as well a s its
spr ing-like character istics. This will allow it to be defo rmed
without yieldi ng and return to its origi nal position which, once
assembled, will cause the solar arrays to fully ext end,
perpendicularly to the satellite body. This mater ial also
provides for a method of 'locking' the panels in the open
position , because the stiffness of the spri ng stee l will resist
folding once fully extended. The shim stock spring stee l was
also chosen due to the cost, which will come to approximately
$ 18.00 for eight springs necessary to deploy two so lar panels.
Random Vibrations. The random vibration to be
exper ienced during launch is an important considerat ion in
this design. In order to ensure that the tape-spring hinge w ill
survive launch vibrat ions, extensive testing will be performed
during the Spring of 20 15. It is expected that the design will
hold up due to the lack of faste ners and stress concentrations
resu lting from machined holes. Furthermore , this design
includes few components , wh ich wi ll be held together by an
epoxy specifica lly rated for the environments to wh ich the
system will be exposed .

Figure 8. MAXIMUM STORED PANEL THICKNESS

Thermal Considerations. When a satellite is deployed ,
not only does it go through a variety of stresses and vibrations
but also a large temperat ure range . The interaction between
components of the hinge due to temperature effects is cru c ial
to analyze . This design is expected to experience the
temperature changes that are typical of space operation ,
were
. Lengthwise and radia l deformation
to
taken into account for the full spectrum of exp ected
temperatures. Both the lengthwise deformation and the radial
deformation were found to be non-intrusive parameters for the
design. Furthermore , the lengthwise deformation wi ll not be
large enoug h to produce a force on the w ires . Calculated
results can be found in Appendix B .

Figure 9. MAXIMUM DO UBLE TAPE-SPRI
THICKNESS

Natural Frequency. Often, large deployables have a
natural frequency of I Hz or less. The hinge design is to
ensure this system has a natural frequency greater than this. A
natural frequency less than I Hz on the solar arrays wou ld put
satellite structures and components at risk due to the resonance
phenomena. When the frequency is decreased to such values
the amplitude of motion is pushed to be a larger value which
can lead to structura l fracture of components. Another serious
issue that arises is vibrationa l interference in the contro l
system. Through these limit ations it was decided that the
natural freque ncy of the solar array must be at least I Hz with
a goa l of 3 Hz.
Two methods were used to estimate the natural frequency
of the deployable system. The natural freque ncy can be
estimate d by assuming it is a cantilever beam with its root at
the spacecraft interface. This assumption becomes more
accurate when the difference of mass between the array and
the spacecraf t is large.
Due to the relatively low stiffn ess of the hinges, these parts
often can drive the frequencies of the entire solar array. In the
second method, the solar panel is assume d to be a rigid body.
Therefore, the natural frequency is completely dep endent on
the hinge's torsional stiffness and the mass mom ent of inert ia

Opening Force Required/Provided. As part of the
design requirements for the so lar array deployment system , the
tape-springs must provide sufficient spr ing force to open and
extend the panels once the restraint mechani sm has been
released. From research , it has been determined that the wire
stiffness is the main contributor to the resistive force
potentially keeping the hinges from opening. The effec tive resistance is temperaturemaximum force corresponding lo lhc temperature limit A summary of

dt.'t)cndcnt,• with the

the thermal wire analysis is pro vided in the wiring section of
this report. As a resu lt of this analys is, it was determined that
an openi ng force of 9 N is needed in order to overcome the
resistive force of the wires. This force value is sufficie nt,
providing that deployment occurs at or above l 5°C. The
spring force provided by the tape-spring was dete rmin ed using
a canti levered beam analys is. Usi ng thi s method of ana ly sis, it
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was determined that a minimum of two double tape-spring
hinges (See Fig 10.) would be required in order to provide the
9 N force necess ary to overcome the stiffness provided by 24
28 American Wire Gauge (A WG) wires at I 5°C. The
parameters used in the aforementioned calculations are given
in Table I. The Young's modulus of elasticity as well as the
thickness were provided by the specifications given for shim
stock I 095 Spring Steel.

Research was done to find an adhesive that met the
design requirements . The adhesive used must first meet NASA
outgassing specifications. It also must function through the life
of the spacecraft . The satellite structure will be subject to the
violent vibrations of launch and also a large temperature range
once in orbit , so the adhesive must still reliably bond under
these conditions. Finally , the adhesive must be able to bond
dissimilar materials, namely spring steel to garolite.
After contacting several companies, an epoxy was
found that met or exceeded the design parameters .
Manufactured by AI Technologies , the ME7155 Prima-Bond
is a space-rated, one-part epoxy that meets NASA outgassing
requirements and is designed for bonding materials with
different coefficients of thermal expansion. Most critical for
the structural design , the epoxy has a lap-shear strength of
1000 psi , and should be able to tolerate any stresses seen
during launch or otherwise. Testing will take place next
semester to ensure epoxy meets all desired specifications.
ME7 I 55 can be obtained through AI Technologies for $50.00,
(40 of that is for S&H , because the epoxy must be kept on dry
ice until it is ready to use). The specification sheet for the
epoxy can be found in Appendix E.

Figure 10. DOUBLE TAPE-SPRING HINGE

Wiring
Tl11Sdesign incorporates Molex -Temp Flex ribbon cable
with 12 conductors per section. The cable is 28 A WG ,
constructed with seven 36 A WG strands, with silver plated
copper conductors and a Fluroinated Ethylene-Propylene
(FEP) Teflon insulation. FEP Teflon meets and exceeds the
minimum NASA outgassing specifications [3].
The-SSribbonC
cable is rated for 300 Vanda temperature
range of 0 to approximately 200 °C. The molex I>_artnumber is
F2807S-15-050-55. 5 foot length s of the Temp Flex ribbon
cable are avai lable at a price oI approximately $ 60.00. The
specification sheet can be found 111 Appendix E.

Table 1. PARAMETER FOR 1095 SPRING STEEL
TAPE-SPRING
Parameter
Radius of Curvature (m)
Subtended Angle ( 0 )
Thickness (m)
Length (111)
Young's Modulus of Elasticity (GPa)
Yield Strength (MPa)

Value
0.0124
70
0.025
0.0005
207
413-517

Solar Cell Integration. The design is to accommodate
the ZTJ solar cell which is a Triple-Junction cell for space
application . The selected wiring must be able to integrate with
the teclmical features of the ZT J cell. Relevant specifications
include weldable /solderable contacts and a maximum of 3
Volts per eel I. These are non-restrictive specifications and
leave our design open to many different forms of wiring. ZT J
specifications can be found in Appendix E.

Crack Propagation. The system must be able to
withstand forces from launch and deployment. These phases
are where the system is under the highest stress and most
likely to fail. One of these modes of failure is that of crack
propagation . Once a crack is fom1ed, it is much easier for it to
propagate during deployment or launch and lead to structural
failure.
A large edge crack of 0.45 mm was analyzed for the
purposes of observing its methods of propagation . The force
required to propagate the crack within Spring Steel I 095 was
found to be 4.98 kN. The same was observed for a center
crack of same length, where the required force for propagation
was found to be 7.49 kN . These are forces that will not be seen
in deployment or launch, therefore the propagation of worst
case crack lengths will not be an issue.

Thermal Considerations. Themrnl analysis of the wires
is critical to our design. Using a cantilevered beam
approximation'. the required force to ove rco me wire stiffness as a funct ion of temperature- was• obtained. The

required force 1s m,1ximum(I3 N) at the value and decreaseslinearly

as the wires warm. At approximately l 5°C the resistive force
of the wires is 9 N, which is the maximum force obtainable by
our design. This places an operational constraint on our
system , the design must utilize a sunny side deployment to
overcome the resistive force of the ribbon cable .

Epoxy
It was determined that for the assembly process of the
solar array deployment system, adhesives would be used
instead of mechanical fasteners. Fasteners would introduce
more weight and would require holes drilled near the edge of
each solar panel. These holes would create large stress
concentrators that could lead to cracking and failure of the
solar panel.

Kinking Considerations. In order to ensure the safe
passage of power from solar cells to satellite, the wires must
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[2] Mark Ferris and Andrew Haslehurst , 2014 , "The Use ,
Evolution and Lessons Learnet ofDepoyable Static
Solar Array Mechanisms ," Proceedings of the 42nd
Aerospace Mechanisms Symposium NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center
[3] Neil A. Walter , John J. Scialdone , 1997, "Outgassing Data
for Selecting Spacecraft Materials ," NASA Reference
Publication 1124 Revision 4 , Nationa l Aeronautics and
Space Administration , Goddard Space Flight Cente r,
Marylang
[4] DuPont , n.d. , "Teflon FEP fluropolymer resin, Product and
Properties Handbook ," H-37052-3, Wilmington , DE
[5] The Engineering Toolbox , n.d. , "Young Modu lus of
Elasticity for Metals and Alloys," from
http://www .engineeringtoolbox.com/youngmodulus-d 773.html
[6] The Okonite Company, 2014, "Bending Ratios," from
http://www.okonite.com/engineering/bending-ratios.html

not be allowed to kink while stowed . Kinking can lead to
conductor failure which eliminates the usefulness of the
connected solar cell. The minimum radius of curvature is 3.84
mm, the design implements a 4.0 mm radius.

Bracket
Wire Integration . In order to integrate the ribbon cable
into the hinge and prevent the wiring from carrying any force,
a tiedown is used. The nominal allotted opening for the cable
is .02 mm less than the diameter of the wiring , which puts a
mild compressive state in the insulation . With this
implemented, the hinge allows for the ribbon cable to be
longer than the hinge , 2 mm longer is nominal, which
eliminates concern of kinking (the considerations above are
worst case scenario) . The tiedown is a steel to stee l interface
assembled with ME7 l 55 Prima-Bond epoxy.
Tape -Spring Integration The tape-spring component of
the des ign will be direct ly attached to the bracket using the AI
Technologies ME7 l 55 Prima -Bond epoxy , as discussed in
above. This space-rated epoxy was chosen in order to provide
for the survivability of the deployment system during launch .
It is also thermally conductive in order to reduce thermal
stresses between the components as the system heats up and
cools down .
Thermal Considerations . The interaction between the
bracket and its attached components can be a critical area as
different parts rely on the bracket for functionality . The
bracket itself connects to the epoxy, wires and hinge. The
hinge is made of the same material and is therefore free of
major deflection as is shown in the spring steel deformation
mentioned in Appendix B. The wires will also provide
sufficient length such that the deformation of the spring steel
will not provide a lengthwise force to the wires in both a
stowed and deployed state .
BILL OF MATERIALS

Table 2. BILL OF MATERIALS
Part
Tape-Spring
Ribbon Cab le
Epoxy

Cost

Description
I 095 Spring Steel
Shim Stock
Molex-Temp Flex
ME7155 PrimaBond

Quantity
I pc. (8
springs)
5 ft

$58.76

I

$50.00

I 095 Spring Steel

I pc.

$48.70

Total:

$175.29

$17 .83

Bracket/Spacer
/Tiedown

REFERENCES
[I] Parker, 2009, "Gen II Stealth Gearhead "In-Line" PS," from
http://www.parkermotion.com/products/Gearheads and G
earmotors 7062 30 32 80 567 29.html
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Append ix A: Schedule
Tabl e 1. PROJECT SCHE DULE
Task Name
Preliminary WBS

r

Pre limJna~ry'--'Q,_F_D__
_
Narrow Decision to 2 Concepts
Create Possible Test Procedures

days

2 days

1c;days

-t days

reliminary Models __
[Preliminary 3D Modeling
Opening Force Model
_______________
finalize QFD Table
Finalize WBS
Procure Supplies /Facilities
Buy Hinge Su lies
Build Test Hinge_s_______________

8 days

_

--

~
Q

_

ys
days

2 days
2 days
5 days

--

1s days

_

est Concepts for Functio~
Analyze/Test Reports
Create PDR Presentation

Q

.i!hu 10/9/14
Tuel0/7/ 14

-

Tue 10/7/ 14
Thu 10/9/14
Sat 10/11/14
,.----Fri I 0/17/14

-

l'ri 10/17/14
Tue 10/21/14

days
days

Fri 10/24/ 14
Fri I 0/24/14
Fri 10/24/14

i2 days

Narrow Down_ to I Design
;practice PDR Presentatio2_1
PDR
Functional/Performance Testing
Wiring
Cold Wire Ana_!ysis

Fri I 0/3/14

hu I 0/2/ 14
hu I 0/2/14

Sat 10/4/14
Mon 10/6/14
Tue 10/7/14

4 days

2 days
I day
0 days
8 days
5 days
5 days
10 days
10 days
7 days
7 days
7 days
IOdays
6 days
6 days

Finish
Mon 10/6/14

Thu I 0/2/ 14
Thu 10/2/14

Thu I 0/2/14
Thu 10/2/ 14
Thu I 0/2/14

8 d~ys
6 days
5 days ___

________
esting,____

S1art

Duration
(l

Mon 10/27/ 14
fue I 0/28/14

-----I

Sun
Sun
Thu
Thu
Thu

10/12/ 14
I 0/12/14
10/9/ 14
10/9/14
--------1
I 0/9/1 _4 __

Wed 10/8/1-'4---~
Fri 10/10/ 14
Sun 10/12/14

---~

'fhu I 0/23/14
hu 10/23/14
Thu 10/23/14
Sun 10/26/14
Sun 10/26/ 14
Sun 10/26/14
Mon 10/27/ 14
Tue I 0/28/14
Fri 11/7/ 14
Fri 11/7/ 14
Fri 11/7/ 14
Fri 11/14/14
Fri 11/14/ 14
Tue 11/11/14
Tue 11/11/14
Tue 11/ 11/14
Fri 11/14/ 14
Fri 11/21/ 14
Fri 11/21/ 14
Fri 11/21/14
Fri 11/21/14
Fri 11/21/ 14
Wed 11/26/ 14
Wed 11/26/14
Sat I l /29/14
Sun 11/30/14
Mon 12/1/14
Sun 12/7/14

I day

Wed 10/29/14
Mon 11/3/14
Mon 11/3/14
Mon 11/3/14
Mon 11/3/14
Mon 11/3/14
Mon 11/3/14
Mon 11/3/ 14
Mon 11/3/14
Sat 11/15/14
Sat 11/ 15/14
Sat 11/ 15/14
Tue 11/18/14
Tue 11/ 18/ 14
Sat I 1/22/ I 4
Sat 11/22/ 14
Thu 11/27/14
Sun 11/30/14

fCDR
Procure Current Mod~ Drawings
Writ~ Vib_!ation~Models for Report
Write Wire Analysis Partial

0 days
5 days
14 days

Mon 12/ 1/14
Tue 12/2/14
Tue 12/2/14

5 days

Tue 12/2/14

Fri 12/5/14
Sun 12/7/14

t ombin ; Thermal Analysis for Final Report

4 days

Tue 12/2/14

Fri 12/5/14

Write Thermal Analysis Partial
'combine Vibrational M_odels for Report

2 days
2 days

Fri 12/5/14
Fri 12/5/14

Mon 12/8/14
Sun 12/7/14

Complete Peer Evalu~on
Complete Presentation Self Eva luation

;!days

Fri 12/5/14
Fri 12/5/14

Wed 12/10/14
Wed 12/10/14

Analyt~al Calcul~i~s
Preliminary Vibration Analysis
Launch Vibration Model
Post-Deployment N~ural Frequency

----

Dynamic ~plo ym~t M~ del
lnterface Calculations
Preliminary Manufacturing Plan
3 D Drawings /Plans
Finalization of Analytical Models
Interface Model
Vibration Analysis~odels
Compi le Media
Compi l:.0odels
Fina lize Presentation
~;;;_ctice CDR Presentation

Submit Fini~h:;-D~of
Com ile Final Re ort

6 days
4 days
4 days
4 days
4 days

hdays

·4 days

Partials For Co~pi lation of Final Report~.:_
_ __ _

Comp lete First Revision
:Complete Final Revision and Submit Report

_

__

2 days
I day

____

1 day
1

9

__

_

Sun 10/ 12/14

Sun 12/7/ 14

Sun 12/7/14

Sun 12/7/14
Mon 12/8/ 14

Mon 12/8/14
Mon 12/8/14

Tue 12/9/14

ue 12/9/14

Appendix B: Mathematical Models
Natural Frequency.
rho_hinge
Ac
L_hinge
=
=

V

s

h

=
=
G_hinge
=
m_hinge
=
Lhinge
R 0.0045;
r = 0.004 ;
d

% solar Panel
a_panel
b_panel
Area_panel
rho_panel
t_panel
m_panel

%(kg / mA3) Density
7850;
%(mA2) Cross sectional Area of Hinge
3.7088 *10A(- 6);
%Cm) Length of hinge
0.03;
%(mA3) Tota l volume of Single Tape hinge
Ac*L_hinge;
%(m)cross sectio nal arc length of hinge
(l00 *pi / 180) *.00045;
%(m)Height or t hickness
0.0005;
%(m)Distance from mechanism to CoMfor pane l
(L_hinge / 2)+0.15;
%(Pa) shear Modul us of hinge
79300*10A6;
Ac*L_hinge *rho_hinge;
m_hinge*(s A2+0.05 A2)/ 12;

Properties
0.1;
0.6;
a_panel *b_panel ;
2300;
0.0016;
rho_panel *t_panel *Area_panel;

%(m) Panel Width
%Cm) Panel Length
%(mA2) Panel Area
%(kg/ mA3) solar Panel Density
%Cm) Panel Thickness guess
%(kg) Panel Mass

%Cant i lever Beam Assumpti on with root at s pacecraft
is fixed ( rea sonabl e assumption)
%Assuming s pacecraft interface
E-22
%
l oad pat h and doesnt accou nt
%Upper bound es timate as sumes idea l s tructural
actuators
of hinge s and
%for the added flexibilities
(EI) based on the propertie s of the
%Assume a beam bending stiffness
In this
the sp acecraft interface.
to
adjacent
ure
struct
e
l
oyab
%depl
case %the hinge
E = 190*10A9; %190- 210 %Pa Youngs Modulus of Elasticity
oment of Inertia for pl ate approx
'.YoM
%I = 2'' s '' hA3/ 12;
12;
%I = m_hinge*L_hingeA2/
I= 0.1098 *(RA4-r A4) ;
%first

fnl = (1/ (2*pi)) *sqrt(3 *E*I / ( (m_panel+4*m_hinge) *dA3));

natural

frequency

%Method 2
%Due to r elative low stiff nessof hinges, t hese parts often drive
%fundamenta l frequency of entire solar array . Using this method the solar
%panel is assumed to be a r i gid body .
k = G_hinge*J_hinge / L_hinge;
J_panel = m_panel*(a_panelA2+b_panelA2) / 12;
%rotatio n of the actuator

ass moment of i nertia
%M

at center

k =E*I;

%The act uat or or hi nge torsio nal sitff ness

J = J_panel+m_panel *dA2;
%rotatio n of t he hinge

%The mass moment of inertia
10

at the center

of

of

es t

fn2

(1/(2*pi))

*sqrt ( k/ J);

Tape-Spring: Thermal.
x 10·'

Hinge Lengthwise Deformation for Spring St eel 1095

3

2

E

--;; 0
0

§

~ -1
0

-2
-3
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20

30

40

50

60

Temperature (C)

Figure 1. DEFORMATION OVER EXPECTED TEMPERATURE RANGE
x 10·~

ThermalDeformationof Inner and Outer Radius

3
---

0
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20

30

Outer Radius
Inner Radius

40

50

60

Temperature (C)

Figure 2. RADIAL DEFORMATION OVER EXPECTE D TEMPERATURE RANGE

%The rmal Expa nsi on and contract i on of Spring steel
1095 close all; clc; clear al l;
alpha= 11.2 *10A(-6);
Ti = 20;
l = . 05;
for i = 1:1:101
T(i) = i - 41;
dT = T(i)-Ti;
dl(i) = alpha *l *dT;
end
figure
hold on
plot(T,dl);
title('Hinge
Lengthwise

% 1/ (degrees cel sius)
%degrees celsius,
intia l temperat ure room temp
% met e res, initial length

%Temperature range from -40 to 25 deg cels iu s
%Change in temperature from initia l temperta ure

Deformation

for Spring Steel

1095')

11

ylabel('D efor mation
xlabel('Temp erature
hold off

(m)')
(C) ')

%Change in outer and inner
rO_outer
rO_inner
% For outer

radius

of a thin

ring due to temperature

changes

0.0045; %meters
0.0040; %meters
rad iu s

for j = 1:1:101;
T(j) = j-41;
dT = T(j)-Ti;
= rO_outer*dT *alpha;
rl_outer(j)
= rl_outer(j)-rO_outer;
%dr_outer(j)
end

%Temperature range from -40 to 25 deg celsius
%change in temperature from initial temperature

%For in ner radius
1:1:101;
fork=
%Temperature range from -40 to 25 deg cel sius
T(k) = k-41;
%Change in temperature from initial temperature
dT = T(k)-Ti;
= rO_inner *dT'' alpha;
rLinner(k)
%dr_inner (k) = rl_inner(k)-rO_inner;
end
figure
hold on
'r')
plot(T,rl_outer,
plot(T,rl_inner)
Deformation of Inner and Outer
title('Thermal
Deformation (m) ')
Radius') ylabel('Radius
(C) ' )
xlabel('Temperature
Radius', 'Inner
legend('Outer
Radius') hold off

Tape-Spring and Wiring: Opening Force.
12

10

8

2

120
100
BO
Bent Angle(Deg)

140

160

180

200

Figure 3. OPE ING FORCE, FOUR TAPE-SPRINGS
12

Force to Oppose Wires vs. Temperature
14

12

O

1228AWG

D

24 28AWG

--

Best Fil Line

--

Predicted Opening Force

Figure 4. REQUIRED FORCE TO OVERCOME WIRE RESISTANCE

Table 2. TABUL ATED WIRE RESISTIV E FORC E
Force (N)
13.2
12.8
11.7
10.9
9.96
8.94
8.14
7 .32
6.2 0
5.03
4.44

clear

all;

close

all;

Temperatu re (C)
-50
-37.5
-25
-12.5
0
12.5
25
37 .5
50
62 .5
75

clc;

E = 207E9;
R = 0.0124 ;
t = 0. 0005;
L = .015;
theta=
?0*pi / 180;
r = 0.01;
nu= 0.285;
arc_length = R*theta
I= R*theta *tA3/ 12; k
= 3*E*I / (LA3);
D = (E*tA3) / (12 *(1nuA2)); phi(l) = 0;
phi_deg(l)
0;
%

F_opp(l)

(l+nu)*D*theta / L;

for j=2:200
phi(j) = phi (j-1) + 0 .005*pi / 180;
phi_deg(j) = (j-1);
13

F(j) = 2*k*r *phi(j);
% F_opp(j) = (l+nu) '' D'' theta / L; end

figure (1)
hold on; grid on
% [haxesl, hline3, hline4]
plot(phi_deg,F)
%plot(phi _deg , F_opp)
xl abel ('Bent Angle(Deg)')
ylabel ('Force (N)')
hold off

plotyy ( phi _deg,F,phi _deg,T)

%Data Declaration
- wire temperature
%T
- pi
%pi
- Young's Modulus insul ator
%E_I
- Young's Modulus conductor
%E_C
- Counting integer
%i
- counting integer
%j
- conductor diameter
%d
diameter
- insulator
%D
- Moment of Inertia insul ator
%I_I
- Moment of Inertia conductor
%I_C
(indu ctor and conductor)
%K_total- Total stiffness
- Force to open twelve wire s
%F12
- Force to open twent y four wir es
%F24
%Data initialization
j = 11;
T(l:j) = [-50,-37.5,-25,-12.5,0,12.5,25,37.5,50,62.5,75];
pi= 6*as in(l /2) ;
%[m]
.3200 4e-3;
d
%[m]
D .74e-3;
%[m]
L 0.02;

%[CJ

taken from rjchase. com [4]
temperatures,
E_I for different
%calculate
5/8 * (1. 03e9-. 69e9)+. 69e9,
69e9,
E_I (1: j) = [1. 03e9, 7/ 8'' (1. 03e9-. 69e9)+.
.. .
/8*( 1.03e9-.69e9)+.69e9,
3/ 8*(1.03e9-.69e9)+.69e9,1
7/ 8* (. 69e9- . 34e9)+ . 34e9, 11/16 * (. 69e9- . 34e9)+. 34e9, .. .
4/ 8*(. 69e9-.34e9)+ . 34e9,2 / 8*( . 69e9- . 34e9) +.34 e9, . 34e9, 7/ 8*( .34 e9-0)+ 0];
%All values meas ure in [Pa]
t empera t ures, tak en from
%Calculate E_C for different
%engine e ringtoo lb ox . com [SJ
for i =11: -1: 1
if i <7
E_C(l :i ) = 1;
%
* 6894.8;
* (-73-T(l:i)))
E_C(l:i) = (16.Se6 - ((16.Se6-16 . 0e6)/(-73-21))
%Input in [psi] outp ut in [Pa]
else
E_C(l :i ) = 2;
%
* 6894.8;
E_C(l:i) = (16.0e6 - ((16.0e6-15.6e6) /( 21-93)) * (21-T(l:i)))
%Input in [psi] outp ut i n [Pa]
end
%Calcu l ate the I_I and I_C values
%(mA4]
I_C = pi * dA4 / 32;
14

%[Pa]

%[mA4J

I_I = pi * (DA4 - dA4) / 32;

for wires at various temperatures
%calculate the total stiffness
+ ((3*E_I(l:i)*I_I)/
= (((3*E_C(l:i)*I_C)/(LA3)),A-l
K_total(l:i)
%[N/mJ
(LA3)),A-l),A-1;
%Calculate the opening force of 12 wires and 24 wires
* L * pi; %[NJ
F12(1:i) = 12 * K_total(l:i)
* L * pi; %[NJ
F24(1:i) = 24 * K_total(l:i)
end
%Plot the opening force required to open the satellite
= 9.1221;
open_force90(1:j)
figure(2)
hold on
to Oppose wires vs. Temperature')
title('Force
(C)')
xlabel('Temperature
ylabel('Force (N)')
plot(T(:),F12(:), 'o')
plot(T(:),F24(:), 's')

%Best fit for Force 12
F12(:), 1);
coeffsl = polyfit(T(:),
max(T(:)),
fittedxl = linspace(min(T(:)),
fittedxl);
fittedYl = polyval(coeffsl,
'r-')
fittedYl,
plot(fittedXl,
plot(T(:),open_force90(:))
%Best fit for Force 24
F24(:), 1);
coeffs2 = polyfit(T(:),
max(T(:)),
fittedx2 = linspace(min(T(:)),
fittedX2);
fittedY2 = polyval(coeffs2,
fittedY2, 'r-')
plot(fittedX2,

due to wiring.

200);

200);

Opening

legend('12 28AWG','24 28AWG','Best Fit Line', 'Predicted
Force') hold off

Tape-Spring: Crack Propagation.
Center Crack

rr./Tta

1 0.025 .a
b

0.225
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7.49
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Figure 5. CRACK PROPAGATION: CENTER CRACK
Edge Crack
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Figure 6. CRACK PROPAGATION: EDGE CRACK

Wiring: Kinking

12 . 32004
4.0

3.84048

The value of C is not readily available from Molex. Other similar products from competing companies suggested C= 10. The
Okonite Company[6] suggests C= l2 for an armored , shielded conductor. Erring on the conservative side, our design accommodates
C= l 2 value as the multiplier for the minimum radius of curvature .

16
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Appendix C: Decision Matrices

Figure 7. DECISION MATRIX OF INITIAL CONCEPTS

Figure 8. REDUCED DECISION MATRIX

Appendix D: Labor Distribution
Team
Member
Colin Martin

DJ Stringham

Eric Salas

Ignacio Rojas

John Ellis

Responsibilities

Estimated
Hours Spent

Conceptual , Preliminary and Critical Design Review preparation and presentation, assisted in
building functional model, conceptual hinge design, wire selection , wire dynamic model , wire
radius of curvature, team scribe
Conceptual , Preliminary and Critical Design Review preparation and presentation, generated
Design Proposal, assisted in project management, purchasing manager, assisted in building
functional model, generated tape-spring force and moment analytical model
Primary project manager, correspondence with customer, Conceptual , Preliminary and Critical
Design Review preparation and presentation, epoxy research, contact with adhesive suppliers,
deployment force calculations, supplemental design work, plasma cutting, material research,
prototype construction
Thermal analysis, crack propagation ana lysis, post-deployment natural frequency analysis,
research , workflow and Gantt chart , slide preparation, Preliminary and Critical Design Review
presenter, addition of cultural and ethnic diversity
Solid modeling of all design iterations, drawing package, preparation, slide preparation and
Conceptual, Preliminary and Critica l Design Review presenter, epoxy research /thermal induced
stress in joints
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70 Washington Road
Princeton Jct., NJ 08550
(609) 799-9388 tax (609) 799-9308

-

ME7155

E-Mail : ait@aitechnology .com

n 1111111111111111II
-

PRIMA-BOND

Al TECHNOLOGY INC
r,
lll111111111111111

□ Internet: http ://www.aitechnology.com

--Stress ~ree
Solvent Free
Thermally Conductive
Reworkable
Epoxy Paste Adhesive

TYPICAL PROPERTIES*
Electrical Resistivity
( 150 °C/ 60 minute )
Dielectric Strength (Volts/mil)

750

Glass Transition Temp .(°C)
Current Carrying Capabilities
Lap-Shear Strength

-25
N/A

IDEAL FOR :
High Power Die Attach
Substrate and Component
Reworkability

Device Push-off Strength
Hardness (Type)
Cured Density (gm/cc)
Thermal Conductivity

Mismatched CTE's

DESCRIPTION :
ME7155 is a reworkabl e, alumina filled , electrically
insulating and thermally conductive epoxy paste
adhesive . It exhibits not only outstanding fle xi bility for
bonding materials having highly mismatched CTE's (i.e.,
alumina to aluminum, silicon to copper), but also exhibits
a high level of uniformity and cons istency in appearance
and smoothness of texture, yielding potentia l ease of use
and success in applications . The high thermal
conductivity of this material makes it useful for bonding
high-powered, large area die and components.

>1x10

Linear Thermal Expansion
Coeff. (ppm/°C)
Maximum Continuous
Operation Temp . (°C)
Avg. Viscosity(0.5

rpm , 25°C)

14

ohm-cm

1000 psi
6.9 N/mm 2
1800 psi
12.4 N/mm 2
80 (A)
2.3
12 Btu-in/hr-ft 2 -°F
1.7 W/m-°C
120
150
275,000 cp

(Brookfield DV-1,Spindle CP51)
• Properties given are typical values and not intended for use in preparing
specifications. The user is advised to evaluate the product in the manner the
product is intended to be used in manufacturing and in the final product.

ME7155 can be readily reworked at 80-150°C . Meets MilStd 883; Method 5011 .5 and NASA-ESA Outgassing
Requirements ***

CURE SCHEDULES:
Temperature

AVAILABILITY:
ME7155 is avai lable in syringes for automatic needle
dispense applications or in jars .

Presure

Time
8 hr
4 hr
2 hr
1 hr

80°C
100°c
125°c
150°c

APPLICATION PROCEDURES:
SHELF LIFE:
( 1 ) Remove from freezer in original sealed package .
( 2) Thaw for 30 to 60 minutes at 25°C before using . (
3 ) Dispense adhesive onto clean substrate .

Storage temperature
-40°C
Pot Life

Shelf Life
1 yr
5 Days @25° C

( 4 ) Cure according to one of the recommended cure

*** 24 Hour 125°C or 150°C vacuum or air flow oven post

schedules.

bake required to meet outgassing requirements

The information contained herein is believed to be reliable. All recommendations or suggestions are made without guarantee inasmuch as conditions and
methods of commercial use are beyond our control. Properties given are typical values and not intended for use in preparing specifications. The user is advised
to evaluate the product in the manner the product is to be used in manufactu ring and in the final product. Under no circumstance shall A.I. Technology be liable
for accidental , conseque ntial or other damages arising from the use or handling of this product.
While Al Technology owns all propriet ary rights of material formulations of its products, specific usage in the manufacturing of certain products may involve
patent rights of other companies .
REV. E@9/18/2013
PRODUCT DATA SHEET

TEMP-FLEX
a

molex

company

INSULATION DISPLACEMENT CABLE:
0.050" PITCH, 28 AWG, STRANDED EXTRUDED FEP
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

xx -

050

I

1L
X

X

Polarity Stripe Color
Cable Color
Conductor Spacing
No. of Conductors
Plating (S=Silver, B=Bare, N=Nickel)
Stranding (07=7 Strand, 19=19 Strand)
Wire Gauge
FEP Insulation

I
._________________
.___________________

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
WIDTH

...

I

~~j~~~)

1-

SPAN -----

Number of Conductors

Span

Width

10

0.450 ± .007
0.650 ± .007
0.700 ± .007
0.750 ± .007
0.950 ± .010
1.150± .010
1.200 ± .010
1.250 ± .010
1.450 ± .010
1.650 ± .010
1.800 ± .010
1.950 ± .010
2.450 ± .010
2.950 ± .012
3.150 ± .012

0.500 ± .007
0.700 ± .007
0.750 ± .007
0.800 ± .007
1.000 ± .010
1.200 ± .010
1.250 ± .010
1.300 ± .010
1.500 ± .010
1.700 ± .010
1.850 ± .010
2.000 ± .010
2.500 ± .010
3.000 ± .015
3.200 ± .015

14
15
16
20

24
25

26
30

34
37
40
50
60

64

-.

Impedance (ohms)
Capacitance (pF/ft)
Inductance (uH/ft)
Propagation delay Ins/ft)
Velocity of propagation {%)
Insulation resistance
(meg-ohm)
Voltage ratinQ
Temperature rating
Conductor Type

Insulation
Number of Conductors
Color

115
Unbalanced
10.5
Unbalanced
0.14
Unbalanced

165
Balanced
6.0
Balanced
0.16
Balanced

1.22
83
>500
300V
200C
Standard: 28 AWG , 7/36,
Silver Plated Copper
Optional: 28 AWG, 19/40,
Silver Plated Copper
FEP
10 to 64
Standard : Solid red or blue
with blue polarity stripe
Optional: Rainbow

STANDARD PACKAGING
100 ft./Reel , 50 Ft. minimum average length, 10 Ft. minimum
length UL STYLE 20424
MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY:
500ft
26 Milford Road, South Grafton , MA 01560

Phone: 508-839-5987

Fax: 508-839-4128

Web: www.tempflex .com

ZT J Photovoltaic Cell
Advan ced T riple -Jun ction Solar Cell fo r Sp ace A pplications

DATASHEET

I SEPTEMBER

SPACEPHOTOVOLTAICS

2012

29.5 % Minimum Average Efficiency
Qualified & Characterized to the A IAA-S 111-2005 7 AIAA-S 112-2005 Standards

Features & Characteristics
Lowest solar cell mass of 84 mg/cm

2

" 3rd Generation Triple-Junction (ZT J) lnGAP/lnGaAs/Ge Solar Cells
with n-on-p Polarity on 140-µm Uniform Thickness Substrate
Fully space-qualified with proven flight heritage

Typical Performance Data
Electrical Parameters@AMO (135.3 mW/cm

2

)

BOL Efficiency at Maximum Power Point

29 .5%

Voe

2 .726V

Jsc

17.4 mNcm

V mp

2.41 V

Jm

16.5 mNcm

ZT J Cell Structure

., Excellent radiation resistance with P/Po = 0.90@ 1-MeV ,
2

5E14 e/cm fluence
2

2

,, Designed to accept corner-mounted silicon bypass diode for
individual cell reverse bias protection
., Good mechanical strength for reduced attrition during assembly and
laydown
Weldable or Solderable contacts
Standard and custom sizes availa ble

Typ ical ZT J Illuminated 1-V Plot
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SPACE PHOTOVOLTAICS

Optional Covered Interconnect Cell (CIC)
Configurations

Radiation Performance at 1 MeV Electron
Irradiation, EOL/BOL Ratios

--------------------------2
•
Fluenee (elem )

Voe

lsc

Vmp

Imp

Pmp

3.00 E+13

0.96

0.99

0.98

0.99

0.99

1.00 E+14

0.95

0.98

0.97

0.99

0.96

5.00 E+14

0.91

0.97

0.93

0.96

0.90

1.00E+15

0.89

0.94

0.91

0.94

0.85

3.00 E+15

0.86

0.89

0.87

0.86

0.75

1.00E+16

0.82

0.82

0 .83

0.74

0.62

Temperature Coefficients
----------------------------2
Fluenee (e/cm

Key Space Qualification Results
~
.
Metal Conta ct Thickness

Industry Quality
,St,mdard
4-8 µm

Typical Test ,
Resul~s
6 µm

)

Voe
Jscm
Jmom
Vmp
Pmp
2
2
2
(mVtC) (µA/em -'C) (µA/cm -'C) (mVtC) (µW/cm • 'C)

0

-6.3

11.7

9.1

-6.7

1.00 E+14

-6 .6

11.4

9.1

-7.0

-92 .3

1.00 E+15

-6.9

11.3

10.6

-7 .3

-89.9

1.00E+16

-7.4

11.5

13.4

-6 .6

-57.2

-85.7

D (1) Jscis thesymbolfor normalizedlsc
(2) Jmp is the symbol for normalized Imp

Dark Current Degradation after reverse bias Alspec<2 %

<0.4 %

Electrical performance after 2,000 thermal cycles <2%

No Change

-18 0°C to +95°C
Contact pull strength

>300 grams

>600 grams

Electrical performancedegradationafter 40 day < 1.5%

No measurab le

humidity exposure at 60°C and 95% relative
humidity

difference
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Solar Array Hinge Cold Wire Test Results
Eric Salas, John Ellis , Colin Martin, David Stringham, Ignacio Rojas*
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering , Utah State University, Logan , UT 84322

In order to prove that the developed hinges and epoxy adhesive will adequately perform in
the cold temperatures specified, Pivotal Technologies constructed a cold temperature testing
facility to initiate a cold temperature deplo yment of its hinge system. The facility achieves
the -50 °C, which is lower than the minimum required temperature of -40 °C. The hinge was
cold soaked to allow thermal penetration of the wires. Then the opening force at different
angles of deployment were measured and wire continuity was confirmed both before and
after the testing. All results demonstrate the hinge meets the requirements.

I. Introduction
From the proof of concept test it is known that the hinge is capable of overcoming the cold wire torsional
resistance. The objective today is to recreate the proof of concept with a full sca le, 6U mock up and measure the
excess opening force for the system at various different points in the deployment. The ope ning time will be
measured for both warm deployment (room temperature) and co ld deployment (T < -40 °C). Fina lly, the continuity
of the wires will be checked after several deployment cycles to confirm that the wires have not lost conductivity.

II. Lab Equipment
6U Satellite Assembly
o 4 hinges
o 3 12 conductor ribbon cables
o 2 Garolite panels
o Mock 6U body
unit
storage
Insulated
cooler Insulating foam
Dry Ice, 4 - 6 blocks of IO lbs.
Them1ocouple and thermometer
Digital multimeter
Spr ing-force
sca le Stopwatch
Camera (cell phone)
Ca librati on weights
Protractor
Measuring tape
Safety gloves

* Under graduate Students , Mechanical an d Aerospace Engineering
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III.

Procedure

A. Calibration
The thermometer and spring-force scale are to be calculated. The thermometer can be a calibrated Fluke
Thermometer. The spring scale will be a simple spring-force scale that can be calibrated using with weights and a
precision scale. Using weights with known values, the following graph was generated.

Scale Reading vs. Calibration Weig ht
3

0

2.5

~

-

2

..c

OJ

·a3 1.5

$

C
0

;;;;;;

m

1

'-

.0

m

0

0.5

0

-0.5
0

0.5

1

1.5
2
Scale Reading [NJ

2.5

3

3.5

Figure J. Scale Reading vs. Calibration Weight

B. Cold Testing Facility (cooler) setup
Place the first two blocks of dry ice at the bottom of the cold box to form a floor of dry ice. Stand two more
blocks up to create a dry ice U. The test specimen will go into this use. The final two blocks can be placed on top of
the specimen if needed. Cut the insulating foam to the appropriate size and place it into the cold box , over U. There
should be a small amount of resistance to the removing the foam, this creates better system insulation. Remove the
insulating foam and cut a hole for the thermocouple wire.
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Figure 2. Cold Temperature Facility and Test Specimen

C. Preparing the Test Specimen
With an assembled testing specimen (2 panels, 4 hinges, 3 ribbon cables, and 6U body) place the thermocouple
as shown in Figure 3. Using the digital multimeter test the ribbon cables for any faulty wires. If faulty conductors are
found, mark which wire on which hinge is severed. Fold the specimen into its stored position and place face body
down on a table. The gravitational pull will keep the system from deploying.
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Figure 3. Test Specimen and Test Mount
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D. Test Procedure
Place the test specimen into the cold box as shown in Figure 2. Place the foam and clo se the lid. Let the system
sit for one hour and reach equilibrium, approximately -50 °C. After one hour, open the box , remove the foam and lift
the test specimen by the Garrolite panels with the mock 6U body on top , ensuring that the hinges do not open. Place
on a flat surface and use a camera to record the deployment of the system . Return the specimen to the co Id box and
allow to sit for 20 minutes . Place the specimen on a flat surface, use a protractor and open the array to the desired
angle, as shown in Figure 4. Position the spring scale tangentially from the array and measure the force that the
hinge outputs. Record the angle, the force reading and the moment arm between the hinge and the spring scale .
ext , allow the system to fully deploy . Finally , fold the system again and return to the box , replacing the foam and
the lid. Allow to sit for another 20 minutes and then repeat the measurements . When all measurements have been
taken retest the conductors and note any that have been severed in the testing .

f.,...~t: s~.,,<

A--~~~

X

,e..J. Spe,.,.i.,.t.,..

Figure 4. Test Specimen on a flat table

IV. Results and Discussion
Table 1. Results of Cold Temperature Deployment Test at -50°C, two hinges
Moment Arm [m]
Corrected [N]
Torque[N ml
Degree
Reading rNl
Hinge line
.23
0. 14
.6
.7
180
.23
.4
0.09
.5
150
2nd
.23
0.09
.4
.5
135
.23
0.07
.3
.4
120
Time till hinge lock: .3 rsl
.30
0.09
.3
.4
90
.30
.2
0.06
.3
60
I st
.30
.2
0.06
45
.3
.30
.2
0.06
.3
30
Time till hinge lock : .6 [s]

30

Opening Torqu e
0. 14

0.12

0.1
0

E

6

0.08

(1J

:J

0

[ 0.06

r-

0

0

0.04

0.02

0
b.

__

0'----..__
0

20

__
_,__
40

First Hinge Line
Second Hinge Line

--'-----'----'-------'---~-----''-----'--140
120
100
80
60

180

160

Degree
Fig ure S. Torq ue prov ided at va rious point s of deploy ment at -50°C

After more than eight cold temperature deployments and the random vibrations test, no conductors were broken.
This test confirms that the system deve loped wi ll dep loy in a near zero grav ity situat ion at temperatures lower than
what is required by the customer. It also confirms that the wires are sufficien tly spaced to avoid kinking or fracture
due to storage . As with the proof of concept, an excess of torque is seen in the full sca le, whic h suggests that the
capabil ity of the hinge is greater than the required value. This means that the springs can be lessened , as far as the
dep loyment is concerned. Before it is stated that the hinge stre ngth shou ld be reduced , the natura l freque ncy of the
system must be considered.

Degree
180
150
135
120
90
60
45
30

T a bl e 2 R oo m
Reading [Nl
.85
.65
.55
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

T emp eratur e Dep o vment at 23°C, one hin~e
Corrected [Nl
.75
.55
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4
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Moment Arm fml
.095
.095
.095
.095
.095
.095
.095
.095

To rque[N ml *2
0. 14
0. 10
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08

Opening Torque
0 .16
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0
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0
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Figure 6. Torque provided at various points of deployment at -50°C and 23°C

For reference, Table 2 show s the opening to rque at room temperature and Figure 6 graphs the room temp era tur e
and cold temperature torque vs. po sition va lues on the sa me gra ph. As expected, a drop in the provided torque is
see n when cooling the syste m down . Note that the 90 degree cold deplo yment data point has been removed as an
outlier. F igure 5, the opening torque measured at vario us points of opening, demon strates that excess torque is
provided through the deployment at -50 °C. This Figures 5 and 6 are incomplete though as the test facility and
avai lab le equipment was lim ited. A scale wit h a higher resolution as we ll as a more stable opening environment
would have vast ly impro ve the deriv ed results. That being sa id, the test confirmed that th e hinges wi ll open at
temperatures lower than the specified requir ed .
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Solar Array Hinge Random Vibration Test Results
Eric Salas, John Ellis , Colin Martin, David Stringham, Ignacio Rojas*

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering , Utah State University , Logan , UT 84322

This paper presents the results of random vibration tests performed on four lenticular
spring hinges developed by Pivotal Technologies for use by Space Dynamics Laboratory on
future missions involving 6U cube satellites. The random vibration tests were performed in
order to determine the survivability of the hinges , using acceptance standards set forth by
NASA for small satellite components. According to these standards, all components must be
able to survive, without failure, a launch environment that includes random vibration
resulting in an Power Spectral Density (PSD) of at least 6.8 for a minimum duration of two
1
minutes, shaken in all three orthogonal directions. Using a small shaker table, each of
the four hinges survived PSD values of 7.62 , 7.56 , and 7.59 , in the one, two, and threedirections, respectively. Once the launch vibration simulation was complete, the
hinges were tested for functionality by deploying the mock solar arrays. Although statistical
data was not gathered for these random vibration tests , it was proved that the hinges can
survive the anticipated launch environment without experiencing mechanical failure.

I. Introduction
In order to understand the phenomena that a payload is likely to experience when placed in the launc h
environment, it is important to gain an understanding of structural acoust ics, or vibroacoustics , as wel l as structura l
frequency response, random vibration, and the testing procedures used to verify the survivability of components
while experiencing this extremely strenuous environmen t. First , the term "v ibroacoust ics" is defined as an
environment induced by high-intensity acoustic noise associated with various segments of the flight profile .
Vibroacoustics manifests itself throughout the payload in the form of transmitted acoustic excitation and as
1
structure-borne random vibration . Frequency response analysis is a method used to compute structural response to
oscillatory excitation , which is sinusoidal in nature. From the frequency response ana lysis of a structure , important
results can be obtained, such as displacements, veloc ities, accelerations, as well as forces and stresses of specific
2
elements. When it comes to testing for random vibration experienced during launch , the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration has set forth qualification and acceptance testing procedures for all payloads and components
to be prepared for space flight. Qualification tests are performed on dedicated test hard ware that is produced from
the same drawings and using the same materials, tooling, manufacturing processes, inspection methods, and
personnel competency levels as used for the flight hardware. These types of tests demonstrate, with margin , the
design adequace of the hardware for its intended mission use. Flight acceptance tests are performed on flight
hardware , and are conducted to demonstrate satisfacto ry perfom1ance of flight syste ms relative to the expected
1
environment and to reveal inadequacies in workmanship and material integrity. The focus of this report is to
provide results of random vibrati on accepta nce tests performed on hinges as designed by Pivotal Technologies to be
used to facilitate the deployment and secur ing of 6U cube satell ite solar arrays.
In order to determine the acceptability of Pivotal Technologies ' solar array hinges, methods for analyzing both
structural frequency response as well as vibroacoust ics were incorpora ted. According to the acceptance testing
standards set forth by NASA, the system must be able to withstand an overall acceleration of 6.8 along each of the
three orthogonal axes. The launch environ ment simu lation was achieved using a shaker table. In addition to the
shaker table , a test bed was designed in order to facilitate the simula tion along all three orthogona l axes. Figure 1
shows the entire test assembly , with the panels in the fully stowed and locked position , as will be the case while
inside the launch vehicle .

* Undergraduate Students, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 1. Test assembly oriented along the (a) first (b) second and (c) third orthogonal axis during random
vibration testing

II. Results and Discussion
Table I provides the specific acceptance testing standards provided by NASA, to which the shaker table settings
were adjusted to produce a minimum overall acceleration of 6.8 . As can be seen in the table, in order to achieve this
required overall component minimum workmanship acceleartion level , the acceleration spectral density
of the shaker table must be adjusted to specific values for given frequency ranges, sweeping from 20 to 2000 Hz.
Table 1. Component Minimum Workmanship Random Vibration Test Levels
Acceleration Spectral Density (ASD)
Frequency Range
..,
20 Hz
.,
20 - 80 Hz
..,
80 - 500 Hz
.,
500- 2000 Hz
..,
2000 Hz
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1

Once the frequency ba nds and acceleration values we re input . the shaker table was pow~ rcd up, and the results were recorded for hinge alignme nt alo ng each of the three
orthogona l axes . T hese results arc p.rcsc_nlcd in Tab le 2. 'fhcsc results. were p roduced by mount mg an accclcromctc r on the first hinge line . The s~c ,fica tions for the acceleromet er
provided that its broadband resol_u11on 1s ±0.00015 . Figure 2 provides p_fo1s of the ASD vs. frequen cy for each of the three tes~s ~onducted . On eac h of the plots presented J1
Figure 2, the yellow line in the mid d le repr esents th e target ASD value, while the upper and lower Imes represent upper and lower hmils of ±5 .

Table 2. Accelearhon Results or three orthogonal directions
Overall
Ortho~onal Axis
I -Direction
'"'''-"
,~
2-Direc tion
·•- 11
., ... ,s
3-Direct ion
"'

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Acceleration Spectral Density vs. Frequency for the (a) one-direction (b) two-direction and (c)
3-direction.
From the result s present ed above, it can be concluded that the solar array hinges designed by Pivotal
Technologies can survive the aniticipated environment while stowed within the vehicle during launch . It is
recommended that the same test be performed severa l more times in order to obtain statist ical data that would
furth er support this claim. Ho wever, the hin ges have indeed passe d the acceptance tests prescribed by NASA, and
can therefore be considered acceptable for surviving random launch vibrat ions.
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Solar Array Hinge Natural Frequency Test Results
Eric Salas, John Ellis, Colin Martin, David Stringham, Ignacio Rojas*
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering , Utah State University, Logan , UT 84322

To prove that th e sate llite will be able to function completely and unob structed by the hin ges it uses for the natural
panel , the natur al frequenc y of the hinges must be tested. This was done by creating both a warm and cold testing
placed under a
facility. The hinge movement of the hin ge was recorded with a slow motion camera while being
0
for the cold and was tested at O for the warm. Two
slight movement. The hinge was cooled to temperatures of cycles were measur ed at a time for thr ee different sets and an average was found. The results demonstrate the hinge
is well beyond the threshold and close to the goal for our hinge.

I. Introduction
When a satellite is placed in orbit, there are many components that must be ab le to work simu ltaneously without
affecting each other. This is because many of the components are very fragile and can be damaged or corrupted
easi ly. When the natural frequency of a solar panel hinge is too great, it can cause the motion of the solar panel to be
slow er and create a larger moment force about the satellite and the hinge. A small first mode frequency can also
cause the components inside the sate llit e to create corrupted data if they work under similar frequencies. To avo id
these possible scenar ios a minimum frequency of 1 Hz was required for the hinge w ith a goal of3 Hz.
To complete thi s test the hinge was placed in a cooler to reach its desired temperature of -50 ° for the cold test and 23° for wann test.
Once the hinge had reached the required temperatures the panels were clamped down and temporarily stiffened with steel bars . This was done to
comp letely remove all variables and only test the natura l frequency of the hinges. A slow 111011011camera was then used to record the movement
of the hinge and record its natural frequency from 2-cycl e averages at different times.

Figure 1. Natural Frequency Test Setup
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II. Results and Discussion
The results were compiled by using 2 cycle averages. Three of these averages are then combined, for both the
warm and the cold test , to find the overall average natural frequency that was observed during testing. These values
are contained in the tables below .

Table 1. Warm Test Results
Two Cycle Average (Hz)
Test
2.91
2.97

2.86
2.91

Average

Table 2. Cold Test Results
Two Cycle Average (Hz)
Test
3.11

3.18
2.81
3.04

Average

As can be seen in the results table, values obtained from both the cold and warm test are well beyond our
threshold. The cold test natural frequency is significantly higher than the warm. This is because the spring steel, like
most other materials, will stiffen with a drop in temperature. The cold test , which would most likely resemble what
would be happening while in orbit and not in direct light path of the sun , shows results that are near or beyond our
goal. This shows that under all circumstances this hinge will be well within the natural frequency requirements.
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Solar Array Hinge Tensile Test Results
Eric Salas , John Ellis, Colin Martin, David Stringham, Ignacio Rojas*

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322

In order to prove the reliability of the epoxy to be used on Pivotal Technology's double tape
spring hinge assembly, a pull test was conducted to observe the shear stress required and
mode failure for a single assembly. Hinges were tested in shear and stressed until failure for
both cold and warm conditions. The ultimate strength of the epoxy bond was recorded and
the mode of failure was observed.

I. Introduction
For the construction of Pivotal Technology's double tape hinge , epoxy has been chosen as the fastening method for
assembling the hinge as well as binding to solar panels and sate llite body. Concern has been brought up for using epoxy
over other conve ntional methods suc h as mechanical fasteners. In order to prove that the epoxy will not only perform but
exceed under working conditions, the assembly was tested in an lnstrom Tensile Test. The test specimen consisted of an
assemble hinge attached to a Garolite samp le. The hinges were tested in both room temperature and at -50° C to simulate
temperatures that the sate llite will be exposed to. The hinges were stressed in shear loading , such as will be seen once
deployed. The specimen was then pulled until fai lure and the results were observed and recorded.

II. Results and Discussion
For the test, the room temperature hinge was first loaded in the Instrom Tensi le Test clamps . The hinge was oriented such
that the tensile force wou ld be pulling in the direction of the length of the solar panel (see Fig I). For the roomtemperature test, the stress at failure was approx imately 22 MPa. In this case, the part of the assembly that failed first was
act ually the sprin g stee l of the lent icu lar hinge . It was observed that the thin steel strip failed near where it attached

* Undergrad uat e Students , Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
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to the hinge mount , which is where stress would be concentrated. The stress strain curve is presented in figure 2.
Next, for the cold test , a spec imen was placed in the co ld test facility for an hour to achieve -50° C. The specimen
was quickly removed from cold storage and placed in the tensil e gr ips and tested . For this case, the stress at failure
was around 19 MPa. In this case the epoxy again was not the first to fail, but instead the Garo lite itself delaminated
around the hinge and epoxy. The stress stra in curve for this test is give n in figure 3. Note that the exact stress values
at failure are not as critical as the mod e of failure. From these tests we see that the epoxy is much stronger than the
hinges or Garolite. Therefor we can have confid ence that the epoxy wi ll perform its job safe ly and completely once
deployed and will not be a point of concern.
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III. Procedure
A. Calibration
The thermometer and spring-force scale are to be calculated. The thermometer can be a calibrated Fluke
Thermometer. The spring scale will be a simp le spring-force scale that can be calibrated using with weights and a
precision scale. Using weights with known values , the following graph was generated.

Scale Reading vs. Calibration Weight
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Figure 1. Scale Reading vs. Calibration Weight

B. Cold Testing Facility (cooler) setup
Place the first two blocks of dry ice at the bottom of the cold box to fonn a floor of dry ice. Stand two more
blocks up to create a dry ice U. The test specimen will go into this use . The final two blocks can be placed on top of
the specimen if needed. Cut the insulating foam to the appropriate size and place it into the cold box , over U. There
shou ld be a small amount of resistance to the removing the foam, this creates better system insulation. Remove the
insulating foam and cut a hole for the thermocouple wire.
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Figure 2. Cold Temperature Facility and Test Specimen

C. Preparing the Test Specimen
With an assembled test ing specimen (2 panels, 4 hinges, 3 ribbon cables, and 6U body) place the thermocouple
as shown in Figure 3.Using the digital multimeter test the ribbon cables for any faulty wires. If faulty conductors are
found, mark which wire on which hin ge is severed. Fo ld the specimen into its stored position and plac e face body
down on a table . The gravitational pull will keep the system from deploying .
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Figure 3. Test Specimen and Test Mount
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D. Test Procedure
Place the test specimen into the cold box as shown in Figure 2 . Place the foam and close the lid . Let the system
sit for one hour and reach equilibrium , approximately -50°C. After one hour , open the box , remove the foam and lift
the test specimen by the Garrolite pane ls with the mock 6U body on top, ensuring that the hinges do not open. Place
on a flat surface and use a camera to record the deployment of the system. Return the specimen to the cold box and
allow to sit for 20 minutes. Place the specimen on a flat surface, use a protractor and open the array to the desired
angle, as shown in Figure 4. Position the spring scale tangentially from the array and measure the force that the
hinge outputs. Record the angle , the force reading and the moment arm between the hinge and the spring scale.
Next, allow the system to fully deploy. Finally , fold the system again and return to the box , replacing the foam and
the lid. Allow to sit for another 20 minutes and then repeat the measurements. When all measurements have been
taken retest the conductors and note any that have been severed in the testing .

Figure 4. Test Specimen on a flat table

IV. Results and Di sc ussion
Table 1. Results of Cold Temperature Deployment Test at -50°C, two hinges
Torque[N ml
Moment Arm rml
Corrected rNl
Reading rNl
Degree
0.14
.23
.6
.7
180
0.09
.23
.4
.5
150
2nd
0.09
.23
.4
.5
135
0.07
.23
.3
.4
120
Time till hinge lock: .3rsl
0.09
.30
.3
.4
90
0.06
.30
.2
.3
60
I st
0.06
.30
.2
.3
45
0.06
.30
.2
.3
30
Time till hinge lock: .6 [s]
Hinge line
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Figure S. Torque provided at various points of deploym ent at -50 °C

After more than eight cold temperature deployments and the random vibrations test , no conductors were broken.
This test confirms that the system developed will deploy in a near zero gravity situation at temperatures lower than
what is required by the customer . It also confirms that the wires are sufficiently spaced to avoid kinking or fracture
due to storage. As with the proof of concept, an excess of torque is seen in the full scale, which suggests that the
capabi lity of the hinge is greater than the required value. This means that the springs can be lessened , as far as the
deployment is concerned. Before it is stated that the hinge strength should be reduced , the natural frequency of the
system must be considered.

Degree
180
150
135
120
90
60
45
30

T a bl e 2 R oom
Reading rNl
.85
.65
.55
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

T emperature D ep Iovment at 23oc, one hmge
Moment Arm [ml
Correc ted rNl
.095
.75
.095
.55
.095
.4
.095
.4
.095
.4
.095
.4
.095
.4
.095
.4
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Torque[N m] *2
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Figure 6. Torque provided at various points of deployment at -50 °C and 23°C

For reference , T able 2 show s the op enin g torque at room temp erature and Figure 6 graphs the room temperature
and cold temperature torque vs. position values on the same graph . As expected, a drop in the provided torque is
seen when cooling the system down . Note that the 90 degree cold deployment data point has been removed as an
outlier . Figure 5, the opening torque me asured at various points of opening , demonstrates that excess torque is
provided through the deployment at -50 °C. This Figures 5 and 6 are incomplete though as the test facility and
availab le equipment was limited. A sca le with a higher resolution as we ll as a more stable opening environment
wou ld have vastly improve the derived results. That being said, the test confirmed that the hinges wi ll open at
temperatures lower than the specified required .
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Pivotal Technologies
Utah State University
Logan , Utah 84322
Quinn Young
Space Dynamics Laboratory
1695 Research Park Way
Logan, UT 84341
April 30, 2015
Dr. Young,
Enclosed is the report for the senior design project you commissioned for Utah State
University regarding the CubeSat solar array deployment system. As requested, this report will
present the final design including assembly drawings and bill of materials .
Our design object was to develop a solar array deployment system to be used on a 6U
CubeSat. After research, trade studies, prototyping and testing , we present our final design for a
double tape-spring hinge design which will:
Reliably deploy at minimum two solar array panels and self-lock once deployed
Operate across the full spectrum of temperature changes of -40 to 60 °C
Withstand the random vibrations of launch condition
While stowed , will remain within the dimension tolerances
Accommodate more than 12 28-gauge wiring for the solar panels
Have a first mode natural frequency greater than 1 Hz
Not encroach on the satellite interior body
Meet NASA ' s outgassing specs
We bring forward our design and testing to Space Dynamics Laboratory to use in parallel
with their finding to be used on actual CubeSat designs in the future. As proven through calculations
and testing, this design will work reliably for use on a 6U CubeSat and meets all the necessary
requirements. For future considerations, we suggest looking in to our alternative designs, including
using a single tape-spring hinge at each hinge line, instead of two. This will reduce weight, but still
have enough torque to reliable deploy and lock the solar panel once in orbit. Another consideration
could be looking in to building the tape spring out of a composite laminate , which would have the
same "tape-measure" attributes but be stronger and lighter in design.
We thank you for this opportunity you have given us to work with you personally and for
all of the time you took out of your personal schedule to meet with us and help us in this senior
design project. Attached is our final as-built drawing package . Thanks,

Eric Salas
Project Manager
Pivotal Technologies
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Component Data Sheets
1. Steel Brackets:

Ultra-Machinable 12L14 Carbon Steel Square Bar
1/4" Square
1 ft.
3 ft
6 ft.

I /\DD -o OROER
6 547 K' ' 2

Grade

~2L 4

Shape

Square Bar

Finish

Unp oil sl1ed

Square Size
Square Toi era nm

-0 .002 ·

Yield Streng th

5 0,000 ps i

Hardness

Me diu I 1 (R ockwell 6 84)

Specificatio n Met

ASTJ\tlA 08

Cons ruction

C old Drawn

Material Condition

Annea led

Material Composition
Carbon
Manganese
Phosphorus
Sulfur
Lead
Iron
Nominal Densiti/
Electrical ResIstJvIty

O.' 5% r la x.
0.85 - 1. 5%
O0 4-0 .09 %
0.26-0 .35c,:i
0. • 5-0 .35%
97 .9 1-98.70 %
0 .282-0 .28 4 lbs.lcu . in.

6.5 1icroh m-c1 @68' F

Tl1en 1al Conduc tJt,lft'/

3 · .7 Btu/sq. ft..lft./hr ./' F @2 12' F

Thermal Coefficien t of E, pansIon
per "F

7.87 ~

Elongation Range

'O- "l9%

0-'3

chinabil ity is neede d. 2L 4 is !tie steel of cl1oice.
Vhen super ior 111a
Lead added to t11e 11aterial acts as a lub ric ant for ver ; fas t mac hining
and ex cell ent surface fini sh . It's used to fabr icate a wid e ,,rar ieti/ of
r1achIne parts .

\1
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2. Tape Spring Hinge:

PITTSBURGH

...
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3. Scotch Weld EC-2216 Two-Part Epoxy Adhesives
Desc ription
3M Scotch- W eld Epo xy Adhes ive EC-2216 is a tw o compone nt ,
room ten perature cur ing . ind ustr ial adhes ive that offers fle xibility .
high pee l and shea r streng h. and res istance to fle xi ng . v ibrat ion .
and shock . 2:3 m ix ratio by volum e . 43 ml Duo-Pa k Cartridge.

T_pIcal Use

Used ' or bonding

any me als

•.oods plas ,cs rub bers

and r 1asonr:, produc s
Brand

Seo ch - '/eld

Che r11Ical

Base r.1odI'Ied epoXy Accelera or t.lodI ¥Ied iJPltne

Co

pos, ion

Color

Gra .

Components

2 par

Cu re S\ster1

Room T em pera ure 'Hea

Cure Tt e

7d @ 24 'C 120mm @ 66

Dtelec , ,c

-106 Vr

ti

t.lt Ra 10

23b

olume E,7 b\ ,._e,ght

Peel S rength

25 piv:@ 2-1

SpecI'Ic Gra ,

Base 1 33 Accelera or 1 26

Therrn;:il
Conduct , , ,.

0 228

Viscosi

Bas

Volurie

1 9 x 10·' 12 ohm-cm@

cc 30rntn

@ 93

cc

S reng h
H;:irdn ss

cc

75 000 o 150 000 Acce ler a·or -10 000 to 80 000

ResistIvI
\Vork ,ng T Ir1e

90r1In@ 2-1 °c
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Reflective Writing (Word Count, 1033):
Going through this senior design project was a completely new experience. Up until the start of
this project, the longest I had spent on a single piece of work throughout my schooling was a couple of
weeks. Having to return to this project over and over again for an entire year was a completely new .
However, as any job after college would be far more like this than any of the short term projects I have
worked on . It was definitely a useful experience. The way we were handed a problem at the start of the
first class and told to "go solve it," is far more representative of the real world work place than the hand
holding , closed end projects of the past. This was by far the hardest p art of the entire project; there no
longer was a singular "r ight" answer. We could use any number of solutions that could work, and still
maybe not find the best one. For example, during the conceptual research phase, my team identified at
least 8 different methods on which to move a simple hinge and lock it into place . But in the end, these
discussions enabled us to examine these differing viewpoints and identify the "best" for the situation .
These discussions are what eventually resulted in an ultra-simplistic tape spring desig n that met all the
requirements with no moving parts and still had the robustness to lock in place.
In addition to th e "open endedness " nature of the project, dealing with a customer was a complete
change from the norm . Up until now , all project s had very set goals and requirements . Here, the
requirements changed a few times and there was plenty of ambiguity in some of the requirement that
didn't change. This gave us a lot more freedom than typical school work as it now there were no "right"
answers, there were no "wro ng" methods, opening up new avenues of thinking and research. This added
to the complexity of the discussion s my team had and led to creating a better product .
The extra freedom allowed for a variety of designs, howev er the ambiguity also hinder ed us as we
were not sure sometimes on what we need ed to acco unt for in our design. As the requirements shifted , our
design would have to compensate for it while still satisfying other requirements , making edits extremely
difficult. On top of these changing requirements were poorly communicated requirements . For example,
all designs don e the first semester were designed to work with a 3U CubeSat. Durin g our final
presentation (Critical Desig n Review), our customer informed us that we were supposed to be designing
to a 6U CubeSat. While this change gave my team a little mor e space to work with, it meant our hinges
now had to move and lock in place twice the mass we were planning on. Having to go back and including
this into the design was not easy . If I could have done anything differently , it would have been to get very
explicit, to the letter , requir ement s from the customer on day one of the project.
While the proj ect offered numerous challenges that were eventually overcome and valuable
experience was gained in solving such challenges, I was a little disappointed in how irrelevant I found the
research topic when compared to my career goals. I eventually want to go into aeronautic propulsion
research with a cutting edge company like Space X or Blue Origin . I would like to eventually work on a
team that designs America ' s next manned rocket. However , this project focused mainly on structural
mechanics and material behaviors and had nothing to do with propulsion. In fact, none of the project
choices my year had any propulsive element to it. If I had one suggestion for the program it would be to
allow students to propose their own projects in the future. That way, it is practically guaranteed that every
student will work on a project that has a specific component they eventually want to work on . Either that,
or make sure to create /accept outside projects of a more wide range of focuses within mechanical
engineering other than machines and structures. For my case , it would be bringing back the legendary
USU Rocket Team.
I did walk away from the program with a few pieces of advice for a student coming into this
process . One, as I said, is to get the requirements completely fleshed out and cemented down during the
first few meetings with the customer. This will spare yourself of some embarrassment (like our) and
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relieve some stress caused by a hard to reach customer. Trust me, this happens more than you'd think .
Two, front load your work. These projects are nothing like what you have worked on so far. It is going to
take longer than you think. Work extremely hard on the project the start of the semester to give yourself a
buffer. It's also nice to front load as the rest of your class load does not slow down during the semester to
accommodate your project. Three , make sure to elect a reliable people as your team leaders. We
fortunately were all very hard working and got things done and each of us took charge on specific things.
However, I have heard horror stories from friends work ing on other project on how ineffective their
leaders are. If the leader is working , the team is going to get much done without a lot of struggling and
one or two people taking a brunt of the work. It is best to plan upfront to avoid such contingencies , even if
it means hurting some feeling by not electing your friend.
While I did not find this specific project ' s focus to be very relevant to my future career, the
experience during the yearlong design was very useful. It has better prepared me to work on long term
projects in the field as it has given me valuable experience in problem solving, time and team
management, and working with and open ended problem with no "right" solution. In the end, the MAE
4800 /48 IO track of courses is extremely useful to students to take, and can be even better, with just a few
tweaks .

Author's Bio:
John Ellis grew up in Colorado Springs, Colorado, near the Air Force Academy. Seeing the
flyovers on a near weekly basis is what motivated him to pursue a career in aviation and an education at
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